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Pachet/d'inverno

12 circles
Every month?
A year?
12 CIRCLES

PACHEO'D'INVERNO

\[\text{Chords: Cmaj7 Ebm7 Fmaj7 E7 Amaj7 Ab7(Sus4)}\]

\[\text{Chords: Bbm7 Eb7(Sus4) G7(Sus4) G7 Cmaj7 Dm7 G7}\]

\[\text{Chords: Gbmaj7 Gbm7 Gbmaj7 Dm7 G7(Sus4)}\]

\[\text{Chords: Cmaj7 Fbm7 Fmaj7 E7 Amaj7 Ab7(Sus4)}\]

\[\text{Chords: Bbm7 Eb7(Sus4) G7(Sus4) G7 Cmaj7 Dm7 G7(Sus4)}\]